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Abstract— Clos-network switches were proposed as a scalable
architecture for the implementation of large-capacity circuit
switches. In packet switching, the three-stage Clos-network ar-
chitecture uses small switches as modules to assemble a switch
with large number of ports or aggregated ports with high data
rates. However, the configuration complexity of packet Clos-
network switches is high as port matching and path routing
must be performed. In the majority of the existing schemes, the
configuration process performs routing after port-matching is
achieved, and thus making port matching expensive in hardware
and time complexity for a large number of ports. Here, we reduce
the configuration complexity by performing routing first and port
matching afterwards in a three-stage Clos-network switch. This
approach applies the reduction concept of Clos networks to the
matching process. This approach results in a feasible size of
schedulers for up to Exabit-capacity switches, an independent
configuration of the middle stage modules from port matches,
a reduction of the matching communication overhead between
different stages, and a release of the switching function to the
last-stage modules in a three-stage switch. By using this novel
matching scheme, we show that the number of stages of a Clos-
network switch can be reduced to two, and we call this the
two-stage Clos-network packet switch.

Index Terms— Clos network, two-stage switch, input queued,
module matching, Exabit switch.

I. INTRODUCTION

Clos-network switches were proposed as a scalable ar-
chitecture for the implementation of large-capacity circuit
switches [1]. The three-stage Clos-network architecture uses
small switches as modules in each stage to assemble a large-
size switch. Each of this modules can use a crossbar fabric.
Then, the total number of crosspoints and switch modules can
be engineered for economy. Input-queued (IQ) Clos-networks
have queues in the input ports to store cells when there is input
and output contention. However, the configuration of Clos-
network packet switches is complex as output contention and
path routing need to be resolved before the transmission of
packets takes place.

In this paper, we follow the practice of segmenting variable
length packets into fixed-size packet, named cells (not neces-
sarily those of Asynchronous Transfer Mode) at their arrival,
and re-assembling variable-length packets at their departure
from the switch.

Although Clos-network switches reduce the hardware
amount, in terms of the number of crosspoints, the module
size, and the number of modules required to implement high-
capacity packet switches, there are other issues that can limit
their scalability: a) The time for configuring all modules before
a packet is sent through the switch. This requires a fast packet
scheduler and an efficient exchange of scheduling information
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among the arbiters that select the packets that are to be
switched at a given time slot. b) The number of matching units,
(e.g., ports) as a large number of matching ports would require
large arbiters implemented in hardware. For a switch with large
number of ports N , a matching process would involve all N
ports. The implications of this is high-hardware complexity
that may not allow a centralized implementation of schedulers,
and long resolution times. As an example, a scheduler for a
switch with N = 1024 would be difficult to build. To the
best of our knowledge, implementation of schedulers of up to
N ≤ 64 have been reported as practical for implementation
[2]. c) Time relaxation for the configuration of all modules,
or an asynchronous configuration, as each input port may
be located far from each other. The time to configure the
switch not only implies fast arbiters as in a), but also that the
exchange of control information must travel the smallest inter-
chip distances to decrease the delay overhead. For example,
for a distributed implementation of a scheduler, which may
be segmented into parts placed in different modules, the
scheduling process may need to exchange requests and grants
between different modules and these may be far from each
other.

One strategy to simplify the configuration complexity of
Clos-network switches is to use buffers in the modules of
the first and third stages of a three-stage switch [3]. In this
way, the scheduling of packets becomes a dispatching scheme
issue. Several dispatching schemes have been proposed to
achieve high performance while keeping the transmission of
cells in sequence [3]-[6]. However, the buffers in the first-stage
modules need to work with a speedup of n + 1 and those in
the third-stage modules need to work with a speedup of m+1,
where n is the number of input ports of the module switches
in the first stage and the number of outputs of the module
switches of the third stage, and m is the number of switch
modules in the second stage. Therefore, we consider that IQ
Clos-network switches, with bufferless switch modules, are a
good alternative for large scale switches.

Considering that IQ Clos-network switches have no memory
in any stage, but in the input ports, the switch modules are sim-
ple to design. An IQ Clos-network switch needs no memory
speedup in the switch modules and is free of out-of-sequence
forwarding that may occur in buffered Clos-network switches.
As the input ports have virtual output queues (VOQs), where
one queue per output port is allocated to store cells for
that output, the IQ Clos-network switch avoids the head-
of-line (HOL) blocking problem [7]. A variety of matching
schemes to configure IQ Clos-network switches have been
proposed [8]-[11]. These schemes show how to achieve high
performance under uniform traffic. Several schemes solve the
configuration process in two phases: port matching in the first
phase and routing afterwards, as the routing process uses the
results of the port match. The matching schemes based on port
matching can be complex and time consuming. For example,
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in a 1024×1024 switch, these schemes would consider a
scheduler that can match 1024 input ports to 1024 output
ports at once. However, the scheduler for such match may
be complex to implement [2].

In this paper, we propose a two-stage switch, called two-
stage Clos-network switch, as a solution for very-large scale
switches. The configuration of this novel two-stage switch
is based on our proposed module-first matching scheme that
considers a three-stage Clos-network switch as reference.
The configuration process of three-stage IQ Clos-network
switches is simplified by applying a similar concept of Clos
networks, used to reduce the hardware complexity of large
scale switches, to the matching process. We propose to per-
form matching between modules in the first and third stages
in the first phase, and matching between input and output
ports of those matched modules, afterwards. We call this ap-
proach module-first matching (MoM). We use longest queue-
occupancy first selection as a weighted scheme to estimate the
switching performance when using this simple configuration
approach. The combination of a weighted selection scheme
with MoM is named WMoM here. We show that MoM reduces
the matching size of IQ Clos-network switches, such that
small schedulers can be used for very large scale switch, of
up to Exabit capacity. As in the example above, a switch
with 1024 ports, and n=m=k=32, the largest matching size
performed by MoM is 32 instead of 1024, and a 32 × 32
scheduler is feasible to implement. We use module matching to
determine the configuration of the second-stage modules and
port matching for the configuration of the first-stage modules.
With the configuration of the first and second stage modules,
the third stage-modules become needless and the architecture
becomes a two-stage switch.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the three-stage Clos-network switch used in the
description of module-first matching scheme, and introduces
our two-stage Clos-network packet switch. Section III de-
scribes the proposed module-first matching scheme. Section
IV discusses the implementation of the proposed approach and
shows why two stages are sufficient as a Clos-network packet
switch. Section V presents the performance study. Section VII
presents our conclusions.

II. THREE- AND TWO-STAGE CLOS-NETWORK SWITCHES

The three-stage IQ Clos-network switch is uses virtual
output queues (VOQs) in the input ports, as Figure 1.a shows.
We use a terminology similar to that in [3], which is as follows:

• IM(i): (i + 1)th input module, where 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1.
• CM(r): (r+1)th central module, where 0 ≤ r ≤ m−1.
• OM(j): (j + 1)th output module, where 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1.
• n: number of input/output ports in each IM/OM, respec-

tively.
• k: number of IMs/OMs.
• m: number of CMs.
• IP (i, g): (g + 1)th input port (IP) at IM(i), where 0 ≤

g ≤ n − 1.
• OP (j, h): (h + 1)th output port (OP) at OM(j), where

0 ≤ h ≤ n − 1.
• V OQ(i, g, j, h): Virtual output queue at IP (i, g) that

destined for OP (j, h).
There are k input modules (IM), m central modules (CM),

and k output modules (OM) in the switch. IMs have a
dimension of n × m, OMs have a dimension of m × n, and

CMs have a dimension of k×k. The input ports at IM(i) are
denoted as IP (i, g). The output ports of OM(j) are denoted
as OP (j, h). Each IP (i, g) has N = n × k VOQs to avoid
head-of-line (HOL) blocking. A V OQ(i, g, j, h) stores cells
going from IP (i, g) to OP (j, h).
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Fig. 1. Clos-network switches: a) the 3-stage switch and b) the 2-stage
switch.

Figure 1.b shows our proposed two-stage Clos-network
switch, which uses the same notation of the three-stage switch.
However, since the third stage is removed, the OMs are not
used (for the sake of description we leave the CM labels as
in the three-stage switch, although it is clear that we could
rename them as OMs). We call this architecture two-stage
Clos-network switch as it can be derived from the original
three-stage Clos-network.

III. WEIGHT-BASED MODULE-FIRST MATCHING
(WMOM) SCHEME

In this section, we introduce a matching scheme for a
three-stage Clos-network switch, with however; the purpose of
configuring the IMs and CMs of the two-stage Clos-network
switch. The WMoM scheduler consists of two classes of
schedulers, one class is the module matching scheduler, deter-
mining the IM(i)-OM(j) pairs to be matched each time slot.
The other class is the port matching scheduler, determining
the V OQ(i, g, j, h) − OP (j, h) pairs to be matched after the
IM − OM pairs are determined. The WMoM is based on a
maximal-weight matching selection: longest queue-occupancy
first, which follows the iterative longest-queue occupancy
first algorithm [12] for single-stage switches. However, other
weight-based selection schemes (e.g., oldest cell first) can also
be used.

In order to determine IM(i)-OM(j) matching, we use
a VOQ module counter (VMC) to store the number of
cells in IM(i) going to OM(j). A VMC is denoted as
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V MC(i, j). In MoM, after module-first matching, we de-
termine the V OQ(i, g, j, h)-OP (j, h) matching. Each of the
matching processes follow a request-grant-accept approach.
The following is the description of MoM:

Part 1: Module matching
- First iteration
• Step 1. Request. Each VMC, whose count is larger than

zero, sends a request to each output module arbiter1 for
which the IM (i.e., IP) has at least one cell. A request
indicates the number of cells for that OM.

• Step 2. Grant. If an unmatched OM receives any re-
quests, it chooses the one with the largest occupancy.

• Step 3. Accept. If an unmatched IM receives one or more
grants, it accepts the one with the largest occupancy.

- ith iteration
• Step 1: Each unmatched VMC sends a request to all

unmatched output modules, as in the first iteration.
• Steps 2 and 3: The same procedure is performed as in

the first iteration among unmatched VMCs and output
modules arbiters.

- Part 2: Port matching.
After Part 1 is complete, we can find the matched modules

IM(i) and OM(j) and perform matching among ports for the
input and output ports in those modules.

• Step 1 (Request): Each nonempty VOQ of the matched
IM(i) sends a request to each output port of the matched
OM(j) for which it has a queued cell, indicating the
number of cells in that VOQ.

• Steps 2 (grant) and 3 (accept): The same procedure
as in the module matching is performed for matching
nonempty VOQs of a matched IM(i) and OPs of a
matched OM(j), among however, input port arbiters and
output port arbiters. These arbiters select the requests
with the largest occupancy.

- ith iteration
• Step 1: Each unmatched VOQ in IM(i) at the previous

iterations sends another request to all unmatched OP in
the matched OM(j) as in Step 1 of the first iteration.

• Steps 2 and 3: The same procedure is performed as in
the first iteration for matching between unmatched non-
empty VOQs and unmatched output port in the matched
IM(i) − OM(j) pairs.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF A TWO-STAGE CLOS-NETWORK
SWITCH USING MOM

The first objective of MoM is to provide a feasible solution
for performing the matching processes used to configure an
IQ Clos-network switch. For this, the IMs and OMs are first
matched, and for that we consider a module scheduler that
performs a k×k matching, and therefore, the module scheduler
has k input arbiters and k output arbiters. Since k = N

n , the
size of the scheduler can be small. The same is the case for
the scheduler that performs matching for the input ports of
the matched IM to the output ports of the matched OM, called
port scheduler. This scheduler performs a n×n matching, and
therefore, it has n input arbiters and n output arbiters. There
is one port scheduler in each IM and there is only one module
scheduler that can be placed in one of the CMs, where IMs’

1It is not necessary to place an output module arbiter in OMs, they can
also be in CMs.

requests would converge, in a distributed implementation of
MoM.

A second property of MoM is the reduced number of
information exchange between input ports and the module
scheduler, for any number of iterations that the matching
process performs. The way the information flows through the
switch to perform MoM is as follows: 1) the inputs send
a request to the module scheduler, 2) the module sched-
uler performs module matching, and if several iterations are
needed, the module scheduler can perform that without using
another requests from the input ports, 3) the module scheduler
sends the grants to port schedulers at IMs, and to CMs (and
OMs) for their configuration, 4) the port schedulers at IMs
perform matching with any number of iterations, and 5) the
port schedulers send a grant to the input ports, one per port.

Because an IM is only matched to a single OM, then
all CMs have the same configuration at a given time slot.
Therefore, the information coming from the module scheduler
to all CMs is the same.

Figure 2 shows an example of configurations of a 9×9
three-stage Clos-network switch after the MoM process. All
CMs use the same configuration obtained through module
matching. In this example, IM(0) is matched to OM(1),
IM(1) is matched to OM(2), and IM(2) is matched to
OM(1). In IM(0), IP (0, 0) is matched to OP (1, 2), IP (0, 1)
is matched to OP (1, 1), and IP (0, 2) is matched to OP (1, 0).
Because port matching involves only those IM-CM pairs, the
configuration for such match can be done at the IMs only.
As shown in this example, OMs would be using always the
same configuration (no reconfiguration independently of the
matching result), and therefore switching is not performed by
them. Therefore, the three-stage switch used in the matching
process is only a reference, and a two-stage Clos-network
switch (whose modules are indicated by the bold line) suffices.
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Fig. 2. Example of configuration of the Central Modules.

The module and port arbiters might have counters to retain
the number of cells in an input and VOQs. In this way, a single
request can be sent from each VOQ to the schedulers.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance evaluations are produced through com-
puter simulation. We consider WMoM with multiple iterations
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in module-to-module and port-to-port matching, as the longest
queue occupancy matching scheme can give high throughput
when a number of iterations of min {a, b}, where a and b
is the number of the bipartite members in the matching (e.g.,
the number of ports or modules). To analyze the effect of
the adopted selection scheme, we examine the performance
of WMoM with the same number of iterations for module
matching and port matching. Specifically, we study a symmet-
ric Clos-network switch with n = m = k = 8 and the number
of iterations, denoted as Itr, equal to 1, 4, and 8. We selected
these values as the adopted matching scheme delivers the
lowest performance with Itr = 1 and the highest performance
whit Itr = 8, which is equal to n. The traffic models
considered have destinations with uniform and nonuniform
distributions and Bernoulli and bursty arrivals. The simulation
does not consider the segmentation and re-assembly delays for
variable size packets. Simulation results are obtained with a
95% confidence interval, not greater than 5% for the average
cell delay.

A. Uniform Traffic

Figure 3 shows the simulation results of WMoM with single
and multiple iterations for WMoM under uniform traffic with
Bernoulli arrivals. This figure shows that WMoM has a low
throughput when both the module matching and port matching
processes perform a single iteration. As the number of itera-
tions increases, the throughput of WMoM also increases. This
figure shows that WMoM can deliver 100% throughput with
Itr = 8 under Bernoulli uniform traffic.
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Fig. 3. Average cell delay of WMoM scheme in a n=m=k=8 switch under
Bernoulli uniform traffic.

The bursty traffic follows an on-off Markov modulated
process, where the average burst length l is set to 16 cells.
Figure 4 shows that WMoM provides low throughput with
a single iteration, and above 96% throughput for Itr = 4
and Itr = 8 under bursty uniform traffic. To improve the
throughput under this traffic model, a round-robin selection
scheme can be used.

B. Nonuniform Traffic

We simulated the WMoM scheme with multiple iterations
under three different nonuniform traffic patterns: unbalanced
[13], Chang’s [14], asymmetric [15] and diagonal [6].
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Fig. 4. Average cell delay of WMoM scheme in a n=m=k=8 under bursty
traffic.

The unbalanced traffic model uses a probability, w, as
the fraction of input load directed to a single predetermined
output, while the rest of the input load is directed to all outputs
with uniform distribution. Let us consider IP s, OP d, and the
offered input load for each IP ρ. The traffic load from IP s to
OP d, ρs,d is given by,

ρs,d =
{

ρ
(
w + 1−w

N

)
if s = d

ρ 1−w
N otherwise.

(1)

Where N (i.e., nk) is the switch size. When w = 0, the offered
traffic is uniform. On the other hand, when w = 1, the traffic
is completely directional. This means that all traffic of IP s is
destined for OP d, where s = d.
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Fig. 5. Throughput performance of WMoM in a n=m=k=8 switch under
unbalanced traffic.

Figure 5 shows the throughput performance of WMoM
under unbalanced traffic. This figure shows that WMoM has
low throughput with 1 iteration. When the number of iterations
increases, the throughput of WMoM increases under the com-
plete range of w. Figure 5 also shows that WMoM has above
97% throughput with 4 iterations and achieves above 99%
with 8 iterations. The reason for the improvement shown by
WMoM is that n iterations guarantee that n ports are matched,
if there is a cell destined to them, as has been observed on
single-stage switches.
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Another nonuniform traffic pattern is Chang’s traffic model,
which is defined as ρi,j = 0 when i = j, and ρi,j = 1/(N−1),
otherwise, where N = nk and ρi,j is the input load. Although
the performance graph is not shown, the WMoM scheme
delivers similar performance, in terms of throughput and delay,
as that for uniform traffic.

The asymmetric traffic model is described in [15]. This
traffic model has a different distribution of the input load for
each output port. Figure 6 shows that WMoM delivers low
throughput, even with multiple iterations, under asymmetric
traffic, as the throughput barely reaches 75% with Itr = 8.
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Fig. 6. Average cell delay of WMoM scheme in a n=m=k=8 switch under
asymmetric traffic.

We also tested WMoM under the diagonal traffic model,
which is defined here as ρi,j = 2/3 when j = i, ρi,j = 1/3
when j = (i + 1) modulo N , and ρi,j = 0 otherwise.
Figure 7 shows that WMoM has lower throughput than that
obtained under asymmetric traffic as this traffic model has a
strong nonuniform distribution among only two output ports
per input. One approach that can be used to improve the
throughput of this switch is by applying framed matching
schemes [19].
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Fig. 7. Average cell delay of WMoM in a n=m=k=8 switch under diagonal
traffic.

VI. SCALABILITY

The reduction of scheduler sizes by module matching allows
to consider the implementation of large switches. We consider

N n=m=k |IM | = |CM | PSs |MS| |PS|
256 16 16x16 16 16 16

1024 32 32x32 32 32 32
4096 64 64x64 64 64 64
16384 128 128x128 128 128 128

TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF SCHEDULER SIZES OF CLOS-NETWORK SWITCHES WITH

n = k = m.

N n k m MSs PSs |MS| |PS|
256 64 4 4 1 4 4 64
512 64 8 8 1 8 8 64
1024 64 16 16 1 16 16 64
2048 64 32 32 1 32 32 64
4096 64 64 64 1 64 64 64
8192 64 128 128 1 128 128 64

TABLE II
EXAMPLE OF SCHEDULER SIZES IN A SWITCH WITH FLEXIBLE

CONFIGURATION.

two different strategies: a) with n=k=m, and b) with a more
flexible selection of n and m values. Table I shows an example
of the component size for switches with n=k=m. Here, the size
of the IMs/OMs and CMs are denoted as |IM | and |CM |,
respectively. The number of module schedulers, denoted as
MS, is always one, and the number of port schedulers,
denoted as PS, is k. The sizes of the module and port
schedulers are denoted as |MS| and |PS|, respectively.

Here, we consider that the maximum matching size is 64
to reduce hardware and time complexities. Since the imple-
mentation issues related to cabling and distribution of a large
number of chips is out of the scope of this paper, we consider
that large quantities of such elements are acceptable.

For switches with n=k=m, the number of size possibilities
is rather reduced, so we can consider a more flexible selection
of n and m as Table II shows.

By the two tables above, it is clear that the switch size is
limited to 4096 ports with a matching size of 64 (i.e., 64×64
schedulers). A larger number of ports would increase the size
of module schedulers and the CMs, beyond our restricted value
in our example. However, the module matching principle can
be applied to nested Clos-network switches, used to reduce
the CM sizes.

A. Nested Switches and Recursive Module-First Matching

Nested Clos-network switches can be seen as a recursive
application of the Clos-network configuration directly into any
module (e.g., IM, CM, or OM in a three-stage switch, and IM
and CM in a two-stage switch) of a switch. For the sake of
simplicity, let’s consider that nesting is applied to CMs, and
that only two levels are used (i.e., a CM has one Clos-network
configuration within and the modules inside are only single-
stage switches), as Figure 8 shows. This figure also shows the
order the matching process follows in nested Clos-network
switches, first the module matching of the internal modules
in CM (modules with bold lines), then the IM-OM modules
external to the CMs (modules with bold-dashed lines), and
finally the port matching among matched IM-OM pairs (ports
with bold-dashed lines) at IM(k − n − 1) and OM(n − 1).
The nested two-stage Clos-network switch is indicated by the
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N 8192 16384 32768 65536 262144
n 64 64 64 64 64
k 128 256 256 1024 4196
m 64 64 64 64 64

gMS 2 4 4 16 64
|gMS | 2 4 4 16 64
MSs 2 4 4 16 64
PSs 128 256 256 1024 4196
|MS| 64 64 64 64 64
|PS| 64 64 64 64 64

TABLE III
SCHEDULER SIZES OF NESTED CLOS-NETWORK SWITCHES.

large rectangle in this figure. Therefore, the architecture of
CMs can use a Clos-network configuration.
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First Matching: Between Internal Modules.

Second Matching: Between External
Modules connected to Matched Internal
Modules.
Third Matching: Between Ports of Matched
External Modules

Example of Matching Process

Nested two-stage Clos-network switch

Fig. 8. Nested Clos-network switch for large scale packet switches.

Table VI-A shows the hardware count of several examples
of nested Clos-networks using module-first matching. The
scheduler that performs module matching in the internal Clos
is denoted as gMS , and the size of gMS as |gMS |. Here, it can
be seen with a restricted scheduler size of 64, the maximum
port count is up to 262,144. In a packet switch with 160-Gbps
ports, module-first matching would allow to configure a 40
Ebps (Exabit per second) switch, resolved in three phases as
indicated above.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a two-stage Clos-network switch
for scalable IQ Clos-network packet switches. The packet
switching fashion allows us to consider the reduction of the
original Clos-network switch proposed for circuit switching.
This novel two-stage switch uses a configuration scheme that
considers a three-stage Clos-network switch. The proposed
scheme uses module-first matching. This scheme matches a
single IM to a single OM to reduce the configuration complex-
ity of the switch. Therefore, module matching is performed
before port matching, and this is the main the difference from
the existing schemes. As an example, we used a weighted
selection scheme based on the longest VOQ occupancy to

show the performance of this switch under module-matching
first. The scheduler complexity for implementing MoM is
reduced by using a similar concept to that of Clos networks,
used to reduce the hardware amount of a large switch, to the
matching process. We showed that for a large scale switch, of
up to Exabit capacity, would use a small scheduler size.

This paper also showed that WMoM, using longest
occupancy-queue first provides 100% throughput under
Bernoulli uniform traffic for a 64×64 switch, and above 99.5%
throughput under Bernoulli unbalanced traffic, respectively.
Furthermore, the proposed scheme shows high and also low
performance under other nonuniform traffic patterns. These
results are, to the best of our knowledge, the only ones pre-
sented for input-queue Clos-network switches under diagonal,
asymmetric, Chang’s traffic models, and these can be used for
comparison in future research.
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